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2User generated content
1 year since public release
5 million lines of text enhanced/corrected in 
216,000 articles 
105,000 Tags added
3400 Comments added 
(5000 registered users, 480,000 anon users)
http://ndpbeta.nla.gov.au
3User Interaction at article level
4View all corrections on an article
5‘Crowd sourcing’ ?? volunteers now
Flickr: LucLeqay
6Advantages of interactions
? Very active community involvement 
(Many Hands Make Light Work)
? Quality of resource improved (data 
enhancement – more accurate searching 
on text)
? Value added to data (comments)
? Data discoverable in different ways 
(tags)
7Concerns of GLAM - disproved
? Vandalism or disinterest
? Giving users high level of responsibility and trust = 
loyalty and hard work 
? Original image with text always shows
? Data corrupted
? Adequate measures to ensure that data kept in 
layers, kept separate, can be restored back, but 
integrated together for public view
? Data is enhanced and value added.
? Loss of control/power 
? Volunteers want guidance/co-ordination
? Gate keepers should open as well as close doors!  
8Assumptions addressed 
1. Users will want to find stuff via Google/ Wikipedia 
not come direct to your website
2. Users will want to link to useful items 
3. Users will want to know if they can re-purpose items
4. Orgs/users may want the search api and source 
code
5. Pro-actively need to ‘push out’ to users into their 
spaces
9Helping users find stuff 
?Enable the site to be indexed to article level by 
Google and it to be clear where you are if you 
arrive at article level from Google
?Arrange a web harvesting site with Google
?Add ‘external links’ to the site on relevant 
Wikipedia pages 
?Integrate relevant information dynamically 
from Wikipedia into the site
10
Incoming traffic sources
August 2008 at release
Google 15%
Direct 37%

















Helping users link to and re-use stuff
? Have a persistent identifier (pi) at 
article, page, and newspaper title level 
and use the words ‘cite this’. This is a 
stable link that will never change.
? Have a clear copyright, rights 
ownership and re-use statement on the 
site or at image level (Caution/fear 
about doing this…)
12
Pushing it out there
?RSS feeds to alert users to new content 
(not yet)
?Talking to users in their forum spaces
?Responding to blogs by commenting




What’s yours is mine - sharing
?Search api




? ‘About page’ showing Wikipedia pull in
?Wikipedia page showing link to ANDP











Potential and Volunteer co-ord
August 2005 FamilySearch Indexing on web introduced.
January 2006 2,004 online volunteers
January 2007  23,000 online volunteers
January 2009 160,000 online volunteers
Potential digital volunteers: Australia
21 million residents and over half of the households have 
access to the internet 
= 10 million people at least
Question: How can GLAM nurture, co-ordinate and 
manage digital volunteers?
25
User power and GLAM power
= SUPER POWER!!
"Don't under estimate the power of people 
who join together…. they can accomplish 
amazing things,"
Barack Obama 19 Jan 2009 Speaking on community engagement 
and involvement and voluntary work
Rose says:
People want to work together to achieve 
amazing things – we as librarians have 
the power to give them both the data and 
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“Google's mission is to
organize the world's
information and make
it universally accessible 
and useful.”
Are libraries needed anymore?
? Long term preservation and access
? Not constrained by commercial pressures
? Universal access
? “Free for all”
Changing role for libraries 
and librarians
Technology enables libraries to evolve
A community of contributors 
The plan takes account of significant changes in user expectations, technology,  
and the wider environment, including: 
the expectation of some users that they will 
not be passive receivers of information,  but 
rather contributors and participants in 
information services, and thus will be able to 
share ideas and information
National Library of Australia
Resource Sharing and Innovation Division, Strategic Plan 2009‐2011
"This example helps to illustrate how
dramatically the digital environment may 
change the user/library dynamic. "
http://www.psmedia.com.au/postscript/2009/08/04/digital‐library‐projects/
NLA’s “Single Business”
project
? A big, “plausible” search target
? “Gravity” as Lorcan Dempsey puts it
? A simple and powerful way to search a vast 
collection of information from one search box
? To show context
? To embrace electronic resources and  deliver 
immediate access wherever possible
? A platform for engagement and collaboration
NLA’s “Single Business”
project
? Australian Union catalogue (NBD)
? 1000 libraries, 47m holdings, 20m items described by metadata
? Picture Australia
? 50 contributors (+ Flickr), 1.7m images 
? Pandora
? Full text ‐ 3TB of curated web archives, 1996‐
? Digitised Australian Newspapers
? Music Australia, ARO, People Australia
? OAISTER
? 20m items, mostly articles
? Open Library
? 1.2m full text books
? Hathi Trust
? 0.4m full text books
? Commercial article databases ‐ coming
NLA’s “Single Business”
project
? Readers as collaborators
? Tags
? Comments
? Corrections
? Grouping
? Guides/Lists/Trails
? Wikipedia as a collaborator
? Tags  (page names linked to ISBNs)
? Bios of people and organisations
? Descriptions of resources


NLA’s “Single Business”
project
? “Common ground” we want to explore
? A tagging commons or “tag consortium”
? Exchanging PI’s: linking Wikipedia records to library 
resources and vica versa
? Wikipedia “Book sources” using NLA “deep linking”
to library holdings for 1000+ libraries
? Exposing unique resources in Wikipedia
Freedom, Power
Freedom is actually a bigger game than power.  
Power is about what you can control.
Freedom is about what you can unleash.
Harriet Ruben
